THE   BEGINNINGS   OF   THE   MIDDLE   AGES
articles in a few more favoured markets. For example, it is probable
that textiles were sold in the Flemish region. A formulary of the
Codex Laudunensis, originating from Gand, gives the text of a
letter in which a clerk sends five sous to a friend, asking him to
buy for him a hood (cucullum spissum).1 But we cannot possibly
conclude from this that there were wholesale markets, or anything
resembling a circulation of goods.
These little markets, which were very numerous, must have
been supplied by the domestic industry of the rural potters, black-
smiths and weavers, who supplied the needs of the local popu-
lation, as in all primitive civilizations. But there was certainly
nothing more; we find no trace of resident merchants or artisans.
The fact that a small mint was very often established in a market
is yet another proof that there was no circulation of money. More-
over, in 865 Charles the Bald granted the Bishop of Chalons per-
mission to open a mint because he could not obtain the deniers
which were struck in the royal mints.2
No products of distant origin could be obtained in these markets.
Thus, Alcuin had a negotiator whom he sent to make purchases in
Italy.3 In the 8th century the fair of Saint Denis was almost the
only one at which Saxons and Frisians might be encountered.4
The more important transactions, as far as there were any,
were not concluded in the markets. They took place as occasion
offered. They related to valuables, pearls, horses, cattle. The text
of a capitulary shows that it was of such transactions that the trade
of the negotiatores properly so called consisted;5 and these, "the
specialists, the professionals," were almost exclusively Jews.
These Jews were men who actually lived by commerce, and
apart from a few Venetians they were almost the only people who
did so. To convince ourselves of this we have only to read the
capitularies, in which the vfot&Judaeus is constantly coupled with
1	VERCAUTBKEN, Op. Ctt.9 p. 334.
2	prou, Catalogue des monnaies carolingiennes, p. bdi,
3	wajtz, op. cit., vol. IV, 2nd ed., p. 42, n. 3,
4	huvelin, cp. cit.t p. 149.	*
5	M.G.H. CAHT,, VOL I, p. 139, C. II,
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